Bulldog Mini Lock Fitting Instructions
Please Note: Exact hitch model may vary from illustration, however fitting procedure remains the same.
Warning: Under no circumstances should you use this Mini Lock or any other type of Hitchlock when actually
travelling. When fitting Minilock to ALKO Hitch Stabilisers, the handle (1) must be raised, then rested
back against red plastic cover once Mini Lock is fitted.

AKS 2000
AKS 2500
AKS 2004

1. Insert dummy ring plate. If
hitch handle is in raised position
the plate can be used to release
handle.

2. Offer up bottom channel. (Note
for AKS1300 a cut out is provided
to fit around red handle).

3. Place powder coated top box over
bottom channel -

4. and lower until holes in both line up.

5. Insert locking bolt.

6. Push cup over end of locking bolt.
Turn key quarter turn clockwise to lock
and remove key. Fit red plastic cover.

We have taken every care in the design and manufacture
of this security device and we believe that it is an
effective deterrent. However we cannot guarantee that it
will resist the efforts of the most determined thief and as
such we do not accept any liability for loss or damage
caused by theft, vandalism or other illegal
activity against property to which this device is
fitted.
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WARNING. Before unlocking Mini Lock with keys provided, please
remember to support base with hand - i.e: Mind your feet.
Lock Lubrication.
IMPORTANT - To ensure free movement of the lock, spray outside of lock
body with WD40 (or equivalent) minimum every four months.
Key Security. Enter your key number here:
IMPORTANT - Your Bulldog product is supplied with two keys. Make a note of
your personal key number in the space provided above and keep it in a safe place.
Should you lose your keys, replacements can only be obtained from the
manufacturer through your dealer.

